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The impact of goal salience and verbal cues given by the model on
3- to 5-year-olds’ reproduction of action components (movement
or goal) was investigated in an imitation choice task. Preschoolers
watched an experimenter moving a puppet up or down a ramp,
terminating at one of two target objects. The target objects were
either differently colored plastic bowls (low-salient group) or
sociofunctionally relevant objects (high-salient group). While dem-
onstrating the action in several trials, the model verbalized either
the movement, the goal, both the movement and the goal, or none
of the components. Children imitated the action on a second ramp
with reversed positions of the target objects, so they needed to
decide whether to reproduce the observed movement or the
observed end state. In the high-salient group, preschoolers prefer-
entially imitated the goal component, whereas in the low-salient
group, they did not show a preference for one of the components.
Across trials, preschoolers preferentially imitated the goal when
this component or both components were verbalized, whereas
they showed no preference when the movement or none of the
components was emphasized. Yet, verbal cues seemed to have
stronger effects in the low-salient condition. We conclude that
sociofunctional salience of action goals and communicative cues
of the model affect young children’s representation of observed
actions, leading to a selective reproduction of those action compo-
nents that are relevant to the child.
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Introduction

The imitation of observed actions is a powerful learning mechanism for infants and young children,
and it is also a powerful tool for studying how young children cognitively represent the observed ac-
tions of others. Actions are defined as goal-directed behavior and mainly comprise two observable
components: a movement or means and an obtained action effect or end state (Elsner, 2007). Children
often do not perfectly copy observed actions but rather show selective imitation; that is, they repro-
duce some parts but omit others. We assume that young children will reproduce those action compo-
nents that they have processed as being relevant in the specific learning situation (Wohlschläger,
Gattis, & Bekkering, 2003). The purpose of the current study was to investigate how the imitation
of observed action components in 3- to 5-year-old preschoolers is affected by the salience of action
goals and by verbal cues given by the model during demonstration. Furthermore, we asked whether
verbal cues have differential impacts on preschoolers’ reproduction of action components under vari-
ations of goal salience.

Several studies have shown that the goals or end states of observed actions are of special impor-
tance for young children. For instance, Bekkering, Wohlschläger, and Gattis (2000) presented 3- to
6-year-old preschoolers with a model who touched a dot to her left or right on a table with either
her left or right hand. When asked to imitate the action, preschoolers mainly touched the same dot
as the model, but they often neglected the exact movement. In detail, they often used the other hand
or did not perform a movement that crossed the body midline. Importantly, the rate of movement er-
rors was substantially reduced when no dots were present, but the model’s movements ended at the
same not marked positions on the table. This pattern of results was replicated in several tasks follow-
ing the same logic (see Gattis, Bekkering, & Wohlschläger, 2002, for a review). Bekkering and col-
leagues concluded that when a salient target object is present (e.g., touching the left dot), children
interpret the movement as being just a means to that goal, so they disregard the exact movement
while trying to achieve the observed end state. However, when there is no target object, children ren-
der the movement itself as being the most important part of the observed action and seek to faithfully
reproduce it.

Goal-directed imitation is found in different age groups (Wohlschläger et al., 2003). The presence or
absence of external action goals also affects 12- and 18-month-old infants’ imitation. Infants repro-
duced the action style of a toy mouse (i.e., hopping vs. sliding) less faithfully when the movement
ended in one of two houses than when the movement ended at the same not marked position on
the table (Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2005). For preschoolers, the preference for the goal in the pres-
ence, and for the movement in the absence, of target objects occurred from 3 to 6 years of age, with no
significant differences between the age groups (Mizuguchi, Sugimura, & Deguchi, 2009; Perra & Gattis,
2008). Likewise, although 4- to 6-year-olds had a higher overall error rate than adults, the response
patterns were comparable in children and adults (Mizuguchi, Suzuki, Sugimura, & Deguchi, 2010;
see also Wohlschläger et al., 2003).

A critical question is which features of the single action components affect their representation and
selection for imitation. In the studies reported so far, the crucial aspect was whether or not defined
target objects (e.g., dots, houses) were present, resulting in imitation of the action goal, or absent,
resulting in imitation of the movement. Other studies found that 3- to 6-year-olds also copy the move-
ment component more faithfully when an observed action ends not on but only near a defined target
object (Gleissner, Meltzoff, & Bekkering, 2000; Mizuguchi et al., 2009). In adults, the spontaneous pref-
erence for reproducing the final target position can be altered by marking action components (e.g., the
hand, the target object) with different colors (Bird, Brindley, Leighton, & Heyes, 2007; Leighton, Bird, &
Heyes, 2010). Probably, the different colors enhance the perceptual salience of the action components,
leading to a preferred imitation of the marked components.

The first aim of the current study was to explore whether enhancing the salience of action compo-
nents would affect selective imitation in 3- to 5-year-old preschoolers. We modeled our task after
Wagner, Yocom, and Greene-Havas (2008). In their imitation choice task, 2- and 3-year-olds watched
a model performing directed motion events with a puppet on a small ramp. In several trials, the dem-
onstrated actions featured a certain motion path (up or down the ramp), action style (hopping or sliding),
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and final position at a target object (on top of an orange plastic bowl at the bottom or in a red plastic
bowl at the top of the ramp). Crucially, children were to reproduce the observed action on a special
ramp where the positions of the target objects were reversed. This forced children to choose whether
to copy the observed motion path, which led to the opposite end state, or to reproduce the observed
end state, which required the opposite movement. In this task, preschoolers preferentially imitated
the movement (i.e., going up or down) at the expense of the goal (i.e., ending on the orange bowl
or in the red bowl). Wagner and colleagues ascribed this to the general nature of the demonstrated
directed motion events. However, specific aspects of the task may have led to a preferential imitation
of the observed motion path. Especially, it may have been difficult for the young preschoolers to
differentiate between the two end states because both target objects were plastic bowls, which
moreover were similarly colored. In the current study, we asked whether increasing the salience of
the target objects would lead to a preferential imitation of the goal component in the imitation choice
task, and we studied 3- to 5-year-olds to be able to compare our results with those of previous studies
on goal-directed imitation (e.g., Bekkering et al., 2000).

Another factor affecting young children’s imitation is the social communicative behavior of the
model such as verbal cues given during the action demonstration. Action goals and the causal relations
between observed movements and outcomes are often not obvious, so communicative cues can help
young children to identify the relevant parts of an action, influencing children’s interpretation of oth-
ers’ behavior (Gergely & Csibra, 2005; Király, 2009). Southgate, Chevallier, and Csibra (2009) reported
that adding communicative cues altered 18-month-olds’ imitation in the mouse–house task described
above (Carpenter et al., 2005). Likewise, 2-year-olds were better at opening a box when they had re-
ceived information about the model’s goal ahead of time than when they had only watched the action
demonstration (Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2002). Without any prior information, children mostly
copied the model’s action style, that is, the particular way in which she opened the box. Likewise, Wil-
liamson and Markman (2006) found that when 3-year-olds watched how a model placed everyday ob-
jects on a mat in unusual manners, they copied the details of the model’s movements more precisely
when they received no explanation for this placement than when the model’s actions were shown to
be part of a larger goal (i.e., creating a puzzle-like display of several objects).

To account for these findings, Williamson and Markman (2006) proposed that children focus on dif-
ferent parts of a demonstration, depending on how well they understand the purpose of the action.
When children fail to understand the overall reason for a model’s behavior, they tend to follow a con-
servative strategy and imitate the observed movement in a detailed manner. In contrast, when the
reason for an action is clear, children are more likely to deviate from the observed movements and
to use their own means to achieve the goal. It is interesting to note that this account can explain
the different patterns of 3- to 6-year-olds’ selective imitation (Bekkering et al., 2000; Gleissner
et al., 2000; Mizuguchi et al., 2009, 2010; Perra & Gattis, 2008). Here, the presence of target objects
may clarify the purpose of the demonstration; therefore, children reproduce the goal component
when the action ends at a salient target object, but they focus on the exact movement when the
end state is not clearly marked.

The purpose of the current study was to investigate how the salience of action goals and the verbal
behavior of the model affect 3- to 5-year-old preschoolers’ reproduction of observed action compo-
nents in an imitation choice task. First, we compared children’s imitation in two groups, with target
objects of high or low salience or sociofunctional relevance (i.e., a green bench and a red boat vs. a
green plastic bowl and a red plastic bowl). We expected that preschoolers in the high-salient group
would reproduce the goal component more often than the movement component and that the reverse
pattern would emerge for the reproduction of the action components in the low-salient group. Second,
in several trials presented to children, the model verbalized either the demonstrated movement (i.e.,
going up vs. going down), the goal (i.e., ending in one object vs. ending on the other object), both the
movement and the goal, or none of the components. We expected that children would preferentially
imitate the action component(s) that had been highlighted by the model. Third, we investigated how
preschoolers use verbal cues in different conditions of goal salience. We hypothesized that in the high-
salient group, action goals are more obvious, so children should preferentially reproduce the goal com-
ponent without regarding the verbal cues. In contrast, in the low-salient group, the action goal is less
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clear, so children should use the verbal cues for their action interpretation, resulting in a preferential
reproduction of the action component that was verbalized by the model.

Method

Participants

A total of 50 3- to 5-year-olds participated in the study (mean age = 55 months, range = 36–
70 months, 24 girls and 26 boys), an age range similar to that studied by Bekkering et al. (2000). Chil-
dren were recruited from day care centers in a mid-sized city. The parents signed informed consent
forms. An additional 16 children were tested, but their data were not included in the final sample
due to procedural errors (n = 2), persisting path or target object bias (n = 11), or shyness (n = 3). Each
child got a certificate as a reward.

Materials

Materials were a small beige sheep puppet (10 cm high) and four blue Styrofoam ramps (37.5 cm
long, 7.5 cm wide, and 21 cm high) (Fig. 1). Each ramp had a central platform, to ensure a common
starting point for each action, and two slides that provided possible paths: up or down. Children were
randomly assigned to one of two conditions. The two ramps for the low-salient condition featured at
one end a green plastic bowl, placed upside down so that the puppet could be placed on top of it, and
at the other end a red plastic bowl, placed upright so that the puppet could be placed into it. The two
ramps for the high-salient condition featured at one end a green bench (7.5 cm long and 3 cm high), on
top of which the puppet could be placed, and at the other end a red boat (9 cm long and 3 cm high)
with a white paper sail, into which the puppet could be placed. Thus, as in Wagner et al.’s (2008) study
original design, both conditions required children to put the puppet on top of one target object or into
another target object. However, the current target objects were of clearly different colors (green vs.
red), and they had high sociofunctional relevance in the high-salient condition but not in the low-sali-
ent condition.

Procedure

Children were tested individually in a free preschool room by two experimenters: E1 and E2. E1
played with the child, and E2 operated the video camera, recording the child and E1. The child sat
Low-Salient Condition High-Salient Condition (A) (B)

Fig. 1. Materials used in the three phases of the study: Toy sheep and ramps with two target objects. (A) For the low-salient
group (red/green plastic bowl). (B) For the high-salient group (red boat/green bench). One of the ramps in each picture was used
during the exploration phase, during the direct imitation phase, and as the experimenter’s ramp during the imitation choice
phase. On the other ramp, the positions of the target objects were reversed, and this ramp was used as the child’s ramp during
the imitation choice phase. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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opposite to E1 at a table to have a good view. After a short warm-up period in which the child got ac-
quainted with the experimenters, the study consisted of three phases: exploration, direct imitation
(two to four trials), and imitation choice (eight trials). The whole session was videotaped for subse-
quent coding.

Exploration phase and comprehension task
The purposes of this phase were to introduce the materials to the child and to assess his or her

spontaneous behavior. When the child seemed comfortable, E1 put one of the ramps (with low- or
high-salient target objects, depending on the condition) and the puppet on the table and said, ‘‘Look
what I have brought along. You can play with these things or touch them.’’ The child was then allowed
to act freely on the materials for 3 to 5 min.

In addition, we tested children’s understanding of the verbal cues that were used in the imitation
choice task. E1 asked the child, ‘‘Can you show me where is up and where is down on the ramp?’’ In
addition, children in the low-salient group were asked, ‘‘Where is the green bowl and where is the red
bowl?’’ and children in the high-salient group were asked, ‘‘Where is the bench and where is the
boat?’’ If the child did not point to or otherwise indicate the correct locations on the ramp or the
respective objects, E1 explained the four expressions by pointing to the ramp: ‘‘Look, this is up [down]
down on the ramp, and this is the green [the red] bowl’’ or ‘‘. . . and this is the bench [the boat]’’.

Direct imitation phase
Only one ramp was used during this phase, and this was the same ramp as was used during the

exploration phase. Each direct imitation trial started with the puppet lying on the ramp’s central plat-
form (starting point) and E1 narrating, ‘‘In the morning, Nicky [the toy sheep] wakes up and thinks of
what she could do today. Then, Nicky has an idea. Watch closely!’’ Then, E1 acted out a directed mo-
tion event. Starting from the central platform, E1 moved the toy sheep up or down the slide and
achieved a certain end state, that is, placing the puppet onto the green bowl/the bench or into the
red bowl/the boat. Then, E1 put the puppet back on the central platform, pushed the ramp into the
child’s reach, and encouraged the child by saying, ‘‘Now it’s your turn. Show me what Nicky did.’’
The child was allowed to act on the materials for approximately 60 s before E1 retrieved the materials
for a further demonstration.

During the direct imitation phase, E1 did not use any words that described the demonstrated
movement or end state. Each child got a minimum of two and a maximum of four direct imitation tri-
als. Demonstrations of up and down movements alternated from trial to trial, and we counterbalanced
whether children saw ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’ in their first trial. The purpose of the direct imitation phase was
to ensure that the child had the motor skills and the representational capacities needed to reproduce
both components of an observed action. Therefore, we required the child to succeed in imitating the
demonstrated movement and end state at least once in Trials 1 and 2. If the child failed to do so, Trials
3 and 4 were also administered.

Imitation choice phase
In contrast to the direct imitation phase, two ramps were used for the imitation choice task. E1

acted on the ramp that had already been used during the exploration phase and the direct imitation
phase. However, for the reproduction of the observed action, the child got a second ramp on which the
locations of the target objects were reversed (Fig. 1).

At the beginning of the imitation choice phase, the second ramp was introduced to the child. The
child was allowed to inspect the second ramp, but was not explicitly informed about the differences
between the two ramps. Then, E1 put the second ramp out of the child’s view, put the toy sheep on the
central platform of the experimenter’s ramp, and narrated that Nicky woke up in the morning and
decided what she could do today. E1 acted out a directed motion event, moving the puppet up or down
the slide, ending on the green bowl/the bench or in the red bowl/the boat. E1 then handed the child
the second ramp (with the target objects at reversed positions), put the puppet on the central plat-
form, and said, ‘‘Now it’s your turn. Show me what Nicky did.’’ Again, the child was allowed to act
on the materials for approximately 60 s before E1 retrieved the materials for a further demonstration.
Please cite this article in press as: Elsner, B., & Pfeifer, C. Movement or goal: Goal salience and verbal cues affect
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The imitation choice phase consisted of eight trials in which E1 accompanied the demonstrated ac-
tion by one of four verbal cues: verbalizing only the movement component (Cue M: e.g., ‘‘Look, Nicky
is going up’’), only the goal component (Cue G; e.g., ‘‘Look, Nicky is sitting on the bench’’), both move-
ment and goal (Cue M + G: e.g., ‘‘Look, Nicky is going down and sitting in the red bowl’’), or none of the
components (Cue N: ‘‘Look what Nicky is doing’’). Across trials, E1 demonstrated four down and four
up movements in alternating order. In the first two imitation choice trials, E1 verbalized none of the
components (Cue N). In Trials 3 to 5, each of the remaining three cues (M, G, and M + G) was used once,
with the succession of cues and their combination with either a down or up movement being coun-
terbalanced across children. In Trials 6 to 8, the cues were presented in the same order as in Trials
3 to 5, but each cue was now combined with the alternative movement.

Coding

For the exploration phase and for each trial of the two imitation phases, coders recorded whether
children moved the toy sheep up or down the slide (movement component) and whether children put
the toy sheep into the boat/the red bowl or onto the bench/the green bowl (goal component). Only the
first movement and goal component enacted by children was scored. The action components were
coded independently from each other; for instance, if children moved the puppet directly to one of
the target objects without touching the ramp, they got a score for the goal component but not for
the movement component. Preschoolers could also get a score for reproducing both components,
for instance, when they jumped to the upper target object without touching the ramp, returned to
the central platform, and then moved the puppet down the lower slide. A second coder assessed a ran-
domly selected 24% of the children. Interrater agreement was high (r = .92, p < .01).
Results

Exploration phase

Children’s play during the exploration phase was analyzed to see whether children spontaneously
performed the movements and/or end states that were presented in the subsequent imitation phases.
A total of 48% of the children spontaneously enacted at least one of the action components, with 5 chil-
dren enacting one of the movements, 2 children enacting one of the goals, and 17 children enacting
both a movement and a goal.

Direct imitation phase

Children were included in the analyses only if they copied the demonstrated movement and the
demonstrated end state at least once during the direct imitation phase. This criterion deemed a min-
imal standard to ensure that children possessed the necessary motor and representational skills and
that their behavior during the imitation choice phase represented a meaningful choice between the
components (Wagner et al., 2008). Most of the children (66%) imitated the two action components al-
ready in the first direct imitation trial, 12% of the children needed two trials, 8% needed three trials,
and 14% needed four trials.

Imitation choice phase

In the imitation choice phase, preschoolers needed to choose between reproducing the observed
movement or the goal component. To ensure that children actually made choices and varied their
behavior according to the demonstrations, we inspected children’s behavior across the eight imitation
choice trials for persisting path or target object biases. The data of 11 children were excluded because
they performed the same movement or put the puppet in/on the same target object in more than six
imitation choice trials in succession. It must be noted that in these six trials, children had observed
three up and three down movements, ending three times at one target object and three times at
Please cite this article in press as: Elsner, B., & Pfeifer, C. Movement or goal: Goal salience and verbal cues affect
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the other target object. Therefore, we assumed that these 11 children based their choices on individual
preferences rather than on the model’s demonstrations.

For the analyses of the imitation choice trials (N = 50), we calculated two measures. First, patterns of
behavior, defined as the total numbers of trials in which the demonstrated action components were
performed, were coded in four categories: movement copied, with goal opposite or not enacted (+ –);
goal copied, with movement opposite or not enacted (– +); both components copied, violating
the structure of the observed event (+ +); and acting on the ramp, but none of the observed compo-
nents performed (– –). As can be seen in Table 1, the patterns of behavior were not evenly distributed
in the two groups and in the trials with different verbal cues. Second, we calculated preference scores,
indicating the degree to which children’s behavior matched the model’s demonstration of the move-
ment or goal component in the given trials (see Wagner et al., 2008). Each trial was scored as +1 if the
child performed the observed movement at the expense of the goal component, as –1 if the child
performed the observed goal at the expense of the movement component, and as 0 if the trial
demonstrated either of the other choices. For the trials presented with the same verbal cue, the scores
were then summed up and divided by the number of trials. Thus, the preference scores range from +1
to –1, with positive scores reflecting a preference for copying the movement component and negative
scores reflecting a preference for copying the goal component. Overall, preschoolers showed a
negative preference score (M = –.22, SD = .65) that was significantly lower than a score of 0,
t(49) = 2.35, p < .03, r = .32. Thus, preschoolers showed a general preference to copy the observed goal
component.

Effects of goal salience and verbal cues
To investigate whether preschoolers’ imitation of the observed action components was affected by

goal salience or by verbal cues, we performed a 2 � 4 analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the preference
scores with the between-participant factor salience (low-salient vs. high-salient target objects) and
the within-participant factor cue (emphasizing only the movement component vs. only the goal com-
ponent vs. both components vs. none of the components). The mean preference scores as a function of
group and verbal cue are depicted in Fig. 2. This ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of salience,
F(1, 48) = 6.41, p < .02, g2 = .12, a significant main effect of cue, F(3, 144) = 3.54, p < .02, g2 = .69, and a
nonsignificant interaction between the two factors, F(3, 144) = 1.32, p = .27.

The significant main effect of salience revealed an impact of the sociofunctional relevance of the
target objects on preschoolers’ imitation, which was addressed in our first question. The high-salient
group had a lower preference score (M = –.44, SD = .56) than the low-salient group (M = .01, SD = .66).
The score of the high-salient group was significantly lower than 0, t(24) = –3.87, p < .001, r = .62, show-
ing that preschoolers in this condition matched the observed goal component more often than the
movement component. The score of the low-salient group did not differ from 0, t(24) = 0.04, p = .97,
indicating no preference for any component.
Table 1
Patterns of behavior in the imitation choice trials as a function of group and verbal cues given by the model during demonstration.

Pattern Cue N Cue M Cue G Cue M + G

Low-
salient

High-
salient

Low-
salient

High-
salient

Low-
salient

High-
salient

Low-
salient

High-
salient

+ – 28 9 25 16 18 9 18 10
– + 17 31 18 29 25 34 25 34
+ + 2 3 3 2 3 – 2 –
– – – 6 – 3 2 5 1 5
� � 3 1 4 – 2 2 4 1

Note. The values represent numbers of trials in which children performed the demonstrated action components. + –, movement
copied, with goal opposite or not enacted; – +, goal copied, with movement opposite or not enacted; + +, both components
copied; – –, acting on the ramp, but none of the observed components performed; � �, refused to touch the materials. Cues
refer to emphasizing of none of the components (N), the movement component (M), the goal component (G), and both
components (M + G). Dashes indicate that this behavior pattern was not performed.
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The significant main effect of cue demonstrated the impact of the verbal behavior of the model,
which was addressed in our second question. A post hoc t test showed that the mean preference score
was significantly lower in those trials where the goal had been verbalized (cues G and M + G, M = –.34,
SD = .70) than in those trials where either the movement or none of the components had been verbal-
ized (cues M and N, M = –.10, SD = .70), t(49) = 3.15, p < .005, r = .41. The mean preference score in the
trials with Cue M or N did not differ from 0, t(49) = –0.96, p = .34, indicating no preference for any of
the components. In contrast, the mean score in the trials with Cue G or M + G was significantly lower
than 0, t(49) = –3.38, p < .002, r = .43, showing that preschoolers preferred to copy the goal component
at the expense of the movement in those trials where the end state had been verbally marked.

As to our third question of whether verbal cues had different effects on preschoolers’ imitation of
action components depending on goal salience, the 2 � 4 ANOVA yielded a nonsignificant salience by
cue interaction. However, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the preference scores in the low- and high-salient
groups differed substantially as a function of the verbal cues. Therefore, to address our third question,
we computed separate one-way ANOVAs on the preference scores in each of the two groups with the
within-participant factor cue (N, M, G, or M + G). The ANOVA for the high-salient group yielded no sig-
nificant main effect of cue, F(2.25, 54) = 1.40, p = .25. All preference scores were significantly lower
than 0 for both trials where the goal was verbalized (cues G and M + G, M = –.50, SD = .60), t(24) =
–4.17, p < .001, r = .65, and trials where this was not the case (cues M and N, M = –.37, SD = .60),
t(24) = –3.06, p < .01, r = .53. Although these results should be interpreted with caution, they indicate
that with target objects of high sociofunctional salience, preschoolers preferred to copy the observed
goal component irrespective of the verbal behavior of the model.

In contrast, in the low-salient group, the one-way ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of cue,
F(3, 72) = 3.27, p < .03, g2 = .12. A post hoc t test showed that the mean preference score was signifi-
cantly lower in those trials where the goal was verbalized (cues G and M + G, M = –.17, SD = .77) than
in those trials where this was not the case (cues M and N, M = .18, SD = .69), t(24) = 2.84, p < .01, r = .52.
Not one of the preference scores in the trials with different verbal cues differed from a score of 0 (all
p > .20). However, the results indicate that in the low-salient condition, children’s imitation of the ac-
tion components was affected by the verbal cues in that preschoolers tended to reproduce the move-
ment component when only the movement or none of the components was verbalized but tended to
copy the goal component when only the goal or both components were verbalized.
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Effects of age and behavior in other phases of the experiment
To investigate possible age effects, we split the sample into three age groups and computed the 2

(Salience) � 4 (Cue) ANOVA reported above with the additional between-participant factor age
(3 years [33–47 months, M = 41.6, SD = 4.4] vs. 4 years [48–59 months, M = 54.7, SD = 3.3] vs. 5 years
[60–71 months, M = 65.3, SD = 3.3]). This analysis revealed neither a significant main effect of age
nor any significant interactions including this factor. To investigate possible differences between
the behavior of the youngest and oldest preschoolers, we repeated the 2 � 4 ANOVA with only the
3- and 5-year-olds and obtained a similar result pattern, that is, no significant main effect of age
and no significant interactions including this factor. It is interesting to note that in our imitation choice
task, the behavior of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds did not differ, and it seemed to be similarly affected by
goal salience and by verbal cues given by the model.

To investigate possible effects of preschoolers’ behavior during the first two phases of the experi-
ment on their behavior during the imitation choice phase, we first split the sample into subgroups of
children who performed either the movement or goal component during the exploration phase
(n = 24) or who did not do so (n = 26). Second, we split the sample into subgroups of children who
reproduced the movement and goal components already in the first two direct imitation trials
(n = 39) or who did not do so (n = 11). These two between-participant factors were then added sepa-
rately to the 2 (Salience) � 4 (Cue) ANOVA reported above. The two ANOVAs did not reveal significant
main effects of any of the two factors or any significant interactions including these factors. Thus, un-
like Wagner et al. (2008), we did not find any evidence for an influence of preschoolers’ behavior dur-
ing the first two phases of the experiment on their behavior during the imitation choice phase.
Trials without verbal cues
To compare our data with those of Wagner et al. (2008), we separately analyzed the imitation

choice trials in which the model did not verbally mark any of the components (Cue N). The preference
scores for the Cue N trials for each child are plotted in Fig. 3. The preference scores differed signifi-
cantly in the low- and high-salient groups, t(48) = –3.32, p = .002, r = .43. Unlike Wagner and col-
leagues, we did not find a general preference for imitating the movement component in the Cue N
trials. Instead, the preference score in the low-salient group did not differ from a score of 0,
t(24) = 1.23, p = .21, indicating that preschoolers in this condition did not prefer any of the compo-
nents. In contrast, the preference score in the high-salient group was significantly lower than 0,
t(24) = –3.59, p < .002, r = .59, showing that preschoolers preferred to copy the goal component in
the trials without verbal cues when target objects had high sociofunctional relevance.
Discussion

This study shows that 3- to 5-year-old preschoolers’ reproduction of observed action components
in an imitation choice task (Wagner et al., 2008) is affected by the sociofunctional salience of the target
objects and by verbal cues given by the model. When preschoolers were asked to imitate an observed
directed motion event on a ramp with inverted positions of the target objects, they generally preferred
to copy the observed goal component at the expense of the observed movement. This replicates the
findings of other studies in which demonstrated actions included defined target objects (Gattis
et al., 2002) but contrasts with the findings of Wagner et al. (2008). Furthermore, the preference for
reproducing the goal component was especially strong with high-salient target objects (i.e., a red boat
and a green bench). In contrast, with low-salient target objects (i.e., a red plastic bowl and a green
plastic bowl), children did not show a preference for any of the two components.

Communicative cues given by the model led to a selective imitation of the action components
(Gergely & Csibra, 2005; Király, 2009). When only the goal component or both components had been
emphasized, preschoolers showed a preference for reproducing the observed goal component. How-
ever, when only the movement component or none of the components had been verbalized, children
did not prefer any of the components. A further important aspect of our findings is that preschoolers
seemed to make different use of the model’s verbal cues under varying conditions of goal salience. This
result should be interpreted with caution because of the nonsignificant interaction between the
Please cite this article in press as: Elsner, B., & Pfeifer, C. Movement or goal: Goal salience and verbal cues affect
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Fig. 3. Preference scores for participants in the Cue N trials where none of the action components had been verbalized by the
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for copying the movement component, and negative scores indicate a preference for copying the goal component.
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factors salience and cue. Yet, in the high-salient group, preschoolers preferred copying the goal com-
ponent irrespective of the verbal cues. In contrast, in the low-salient group, there was a significant
main effect of cue, and preschoolers tended to copy the goal component in those trials where the mod-
el had highlighted the goal component or both components, but they tended to copy the movement
component when this component or none of the components had been emphasized. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study suggesting varying effects of the same verbal cues on young children’s imi-
tation under different conditions of goal salience.

Children’s selective imitation of the goal component in the high-salient group confirms previous
evidence. The end states of actions have specific relevance for young children (see Elsner, 2007, for
a review). There is ample evidence that infants and preschoolers preferentially imitate the goal com-
ponent, and dismiss the exact movement, when an observed action is directed toward a defined target
object (Bekkering et al., 2000; Carpenter et al., 2005; Gleissner et al., 2000; Southgate et al., 2009). Be-
cause defined target objects were also present in the low-salient condition of the current study, the
question arises why children in that condition did not prefer to imitate the goal component. Obvi-
ously, putting the puppet onto a green bench or into a red boat is a more salient end state for pre-
schoolers than putting the puppet onto or into two differently colored plastic bowls. Previous
research has indicated that young children preferentially imitate the observed goal when the overall
Please cite this article in press as: Elsner, B., & Pfeifer, C. Movement or goal: Goal salience and verbal cues affect
preschoolers’ imitation of action components. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology (2012), http://dx.doi.org/
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reason for an action is clear but that they keep with the exact movements when the general purpose of
an action is ambiguous or unknown (Carpenter et al., 2002; Williamson & Markman, 2006). In the cur-
rent study, the end states were probably more obvious in the high-salient condition than in the low-
salient condition, and this led to the preferred imitation of the goal component in the former but not in
the latter.

Unlike Wagner et al. (2008), we did not find that preschoolers preserved the movement component
at the expense of the goal component. Wagner and colleagues attributed their findings to the nature of
the demonstrated directed motion events. In detail, they argued that in functionally oriented events,
such as using a tool and opening a box, the goal would have a special status because representing the
end state implied the causal sequence of the necessary movements. However, in directed motion
events, representing the end state would not imply the movements used to get to the target; therefore,
children needed to encode both the movement and the goal. In the current study, preschoolers selec-
tively imitated the components of the same directed motion events, depending on the salience of the
involved target objects and on the model’s verbal behavior. Thus, the current findings agree with pre-
vious evidence on infants’ and young children’s imitation of motion events that were or were not di-
rected to defined target objects (Bekkering et al., 2000; Carpenter et al., 2005; Gleissner et al., 2000),
and they speak against the argument that children’s imitation is mainly determined by the nature of
the observed action (i.e., instrumental action vs. directed motion event).

An alternative explanation for the varying results may be that the mean age of the participants was
55 months (range = 36–70) in the current study, as compared with 34 months (range = 24–44) in
Wagner et als’. (2008) study. It may be more difficult for younger children to infer the overall reason
for a demonstrated action, so they may be inclined to focus on the movement component (Williamson
& Markman, 2006). However, children’s age (3, 4, or 5 years) had no significant effects on the current
results. Moreover, in studies on goal-directed imitation, different age groups demonstrated a preference
for the action goal in the presence, but for the movement in the absence, of defined target objects. This
pattern of results was already found in 12- and 18-month-olds, and it did not differ for preschoolers be-
tween 3 and 6 years of age (Carpenter et al., 2005; Gleissner et al., 2000; Mizuguchi et al., 2009; Perra &
Gattis, 2008). Further studies are needed to disentangle the effects of age or developmental status from
the effects of special characteristics of demonstrated actions on young children’s selective imitation.

In adults, selective imitation may be manipulated by marking action components with different
colors (Bird et al., 2007; Leighton et al., 2010). One may speculate that the path preference in Wagner
et al.’s (2008) study arose because it was difficult for the young preschoolers to differentiate between
the two end states. Both target objects were plastic bowls that, moreover, were similarly colored (red
vs. orange). It is a necessary ingredient of the imitation choice task that children realize the different
positions of the target objects on their own ramp and on the experimenter’s ramp and that they
remember the end state that has been achieved by the model. If children did not notice, or did not
see as relevant, the differences between the two end states, they would not realize that copying the
movement on their own ramp resulted in achieving not the observed goal but rather the opposite goal.
In the current study, the target objects were red and green, and the increased perceptual salience
probably contributed to our finding of a general goal preference.

Another factor fostering the path preference in Wagner et al.’s (2008) task may have been that the
movement component was highlighted by different demonstrated action styles (i.e., hopping or slid-
ing). In the current study, we did not vary action style because the combination of two paths and four
verbal cues already resulted in eight trials per child. However, we tried to accentuate the movement
paths by adding a central platform on the ramps. From this platform, the puppet went up or down the
slide, whereas in Wagner and colleagues’ design, the start point for the up movement was the lower
target object and vice versa. Source, path, manner, and goal are critical components of directed motion
events (Wagner et al., 2008), and it remains to be clarified how systematically increasing or reducing
the salience of such components would affect young children’s reproduction of observed directed mo-
tion events (Bird et al., 2007; Leighton et al., 2010).

As for the impact of the verbal cues, emphasizing the movement component or none of the com-
ponents did not lead to a preference for reproducing any of the components, whereas verbalizing the
goal component or both components led to a preference for the goal component. These findings pro-
vide further evidence that young children use communicative cues of the model to identify relevant
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information in situations that afford observational learning (Gergely & Csibra, 2005; Király, 2009). It is
interesting to note that in the mouse–house task (Carpenter et al., 2005), when 18-month-olds are told
that the mouse lives in one of the houses before they see the action demonstration, they do not pref-
erentially imitate the goal (putting the mouse in the left or right house) but rather they copy the dem-
onstrated action style (hopping or sliding) (Southgate et al., 2009). These findings contrast with
evidence that 2- and 3-year-olds imitate the details of the model’s actions more precisely when they
have not received prior information about the final action goal (Carpenter et al., 2002; Williamson &
Markman, 2006). Because encoding and reproducing observed actions puts high demands on young
children’s information processing (Mizuguchi et al., 2010), it would be interesting to study how ex-
actly communicative cues help children of different ages to identify the relevant parts of an action
demonstration.

Although the results should be interpreted with caution, our analyses indicate that the impact of
verbal cues differed as a function of the salience of the involved target objects. Children in the
high-salient group preferred to reproduce the goal irrespective of the verbal cues given by the model.
In contrast, for children in the low-salient group, the preference score was negative, indicating a goal
preference, when the model verbalized either the goal component or both action components. How-
ever, when the model emphasized the movement component or none of the components, the prefer-
ence score was positive, indicating a movement preference. By suggesting that preschoolers make
differential use of the same communicative cues under varying conditions of goal salience, our find-
ings expand the account of Gergely and Csibra (2005). According to Williamson and Markman
(2006), children imitate the observed movement more precisely when they fail to understand the
overall reason for a model’s behavior. We assume that in the high-salient condition, the presence of
salient target objects helps children to understand the purpose of an observed action; therefore, the
goal component is imitated irrespective of the verbal cues. However, in the low-salient condition, chil-
dren may have difficulty in apprehending the action purpose. Therefore, they refer to the model’s com-
municative cues to identify the relevant parts of the action demonstration, leading to a preferential
reproduction of the action component that had been verbalized by the model (Király, 2009).

There may be several reasons why salient end states are so important for young children’s action
representation. First, the presence of a salient target object may direct children’s attention to the ob-
served action, leading to a better encoding and a greater chance of retrieving the movement and the
goal component in the imitation situation (Elsner, 2007). Second, a salient end state may foster chil-
dren’s motivation to reproduce the action, thereby enhancing imitative performance. Third, focusing
on end states may be an efficient strategy in learning situations. Identifying the goal allows discrim-
inating between relevant and irrelevant action steps, and this may result in a preferred imitation of
movements that are causally related to the desired outcome (Király, 2009). Fourth, end states are
important cues for other persons’ mental states, especially for underlying intentions. Such mental
states are opaque and need to be inferred from the observable behavior in order to explain others’ ac-
tual behavior and to anticipate their forthcoming actions. In this sense, young children’s focus on ac-
tion goals reflects one of the foundations of emerging social cognitive abilities.

In sum, our results underscore that preschoolers’ imitation is a selective and interpretative process
that informs about how young children represent observed actions. Children may prefer to reproduce
either the movement or the goal component of the same observed action, depending on which com-
ponent they see as relevant and on how well they understand the general purpose of the action. Sali-
ent action goals and social communicative cues given by the model may help young children to
interpret the overall reason for an action. Verbalizations of the model seem to be especially relevant
for children when the larger goal of an observed action is not obvious. Thus, young children’s imitation
of observed actions is an important indicator of how developing social cognitive skills support the
emerging understanding of other people’s behavior.
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Parts of these results were presented at the 17th International Conference on Infant Studies (ICIS
2010), Baltimore, MD.
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